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Resonances in Three-Body Scattering Theory 
ERIKBALSLEV 
Maiematisk Institut. Aarhus Unioersrtet, Aarhus, Denmark 
Resonances of the three-body Schriidinger operator with exponentially decaying 
two-body interactions are characterized for negative energies as (1) poles of an 
analytically continued resolvent acting between certain exponentially weighted 
spaces; (2) eigenvalues of the Schrijdinger operator acting in a suitable space; (3) 
singular points of the Faddeev matrix; (4) singular points of the Llppman-Schwinger 
operator; (5) poles of the S-matrix; (6) poles of analytic families of exponentially 
growing eigenfunctions. 
Resonances in multichannel scattering theory have been studied recently 
([2-4, lo]) under the assumption that the potentials are dilation analytic. In 
[2, 31 it was proved for short-range potentials that certain diagonal elements 
of the S-matrix have analytic continuations to the Riemann surface associ- 
ated with the dilation-analytic operator with poles “generically” coinciding 
with resolvent resonances. In [4] it was proved for exponentially decaying, 
dilation-analytic potentials that all the elements of the S-matrix have 
analytic continuations with poles at most at resolvent resonances. The 
two-body problem with exponentially decaying potential has been treated 
extensively in the literature ([l, 6, 7, 9, 11-13, 15, 171). In [7] an abstract 
theory was developed with applications also to the Stark effect. In [14] a 
different method was introduced emphasizing analytic eigenfunction expan- 
sion. 
The present paper deals with the three-body problem for negative en- 
ergies, assuming exponential decay of the two-body interactions. Under this 
condition the whole S-matrix can be analytically continued (Theorem 4.1). 
We utilize the abstract stationary theory developed by Howland [5], Kato 
[8], and Yajima [16]. Introducing exponentially weighted spaces, we prove in 
Section 1 some related two-body estimates. In Section 2 we establish the 
analytic continuation of the various components of the resolvent to a 
parabolic region FE, s depending on the threshold E and the exponential 
weight s (Lemma 2.4). The poles occur at singular points of the analytically 
continued Faddeev matrix i,(z). Also the three-body Lippman-Schwinger 
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operator has an analytic continuation es(z) to $& (Lemma 2.5). In 
Section 3 we give the main properties of the analytically continued trace 
operator T(z). Section 4 contains the central result on resonances and poles 
of the analytically continued S-matrix Y(z). A resonance z0 is char- 
acterized by any of the following properties: 
(1) J-(1 + &z,>) + (01. 
(2) .N(G~(z,)) is nontrivial. 
(3) Jmc - 43) f PI. 
(4) Jf%+(%)) # (01. 
Here fis is the Hamiltonian acting in a certain exponentially weighted 
space. In fact, the above four null spaces are proved isomorphic (Theorems 
4.2 and 4.4). Equivalently, z0 is a pole of (1 + i,(z))-‘, Y(z) and the 
analytically continued resolvent ks(z). The resonance states are represented 
by exponentially decaying solutions Q of es( z,,)fi = 0 or the corresponding 
solutions \k of (H, - to)9 = 0. Finally, in Section 5 we define analytic 
families of exponentially growing eigenfunctions (Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 
5.5). A resonance z,, can then be further characterized as a pole of such a 
family of eigenfunctions (Corollaries 5.4 and 5.7). In this connection Y(z) 
- 1 is represented as a matrix of integral operators. The kernels, which are 
proportional to the scattering amplitudes, are for fixed arguments analytic 
functions of z with poles at resonances (Theorem 5.6). 
To simplify the presentation we have restricted the attention to the 
analytic continuation of resolvent, S-matrix, etc. across the spectrum to the 
second sheet in the lower and upper half-planes and the analysis of 
resonances in this region. To complete the picture, we indicate in Section 6 
how the various operator- and vector-valued functions can be analytically 
continued on a Riemann surface determined by two-sheeted parabolic 
regions focused at thresholds as G-type branchpoints. 
We have assumed that thresholds are simple eigenvalues of two-body 
subsystems, and that no thresholds coincide. The results can be extended to 
degenerate and coinciding thresholds along the lines indicated in [2a, Sect, 
91. 
1. TWO-BODY ESTIMATES 
Let R = L2(R3) and let H2(R3) be the Sobolev space of order 2 with the 
usual norm. Let 88 += (0, cc), and let a be a positive constant, fixed 
throughout this paper, m a positive constant. 
The free Hamiltonian for two particles with reduced mass m is h,= 
-A/2m with domain H2(lR3) and resolvent Q(Z) = (h, - z)-‘, z e Rf. 
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The interaction u is assumed to be of the form 
where u is a symmetric, h,-compact operator. 
Then the Hamiltonian h = he + u is self-adjoint with B(h) = 9(h,), 
and the essential spectrum u,(h) = E ‘. 
For z E C we denote by 6 the solution w of the equation w2 = z such 
thatImw~Oifz$ER+andw>OifzER+. 
For s > 0, let 9’s be the parabolic region given by 
Ys = {z E C(Imfi < s} = {x + &lx > -s* + y2/4s2}, 
and let 
OS = {z = x + iyl JyJ < s}. 
For t E R we set 
4, = { fle’l”lf E R}, Ilfll, = IIWI~ 
A,2 = ( fldX’fE H2(R3)}, Ilfllx: = llefVIH~~R~,. 
For s E R \ (0) we denote by h,, the operator - A/2m acting in R, 
with domain B(h,,) = {f E R,lAf E A,}. For z E p(h,,) we set roS(z) = 
(II,, - z)-‘. 
It is easy to show that for all s the graph-norm of h,, is equivalent o the 
Rf-norm, using the fact that the ha-norm is equivalent o the H2(R3)-norm. 
Hence h,, is closed on S@(h,,) = Rf, and T,,~(z) E 9Y(A,, AZ) for z E p(h,,). 
LEMMA 1.1. a(h,,) = u,(hOs) = ~,s,~2nI~-~~~. For s < 0, a(h,,,) = 
$,b(k,,). For z E ~(h~,) 
Proof: TO prove (1.1) for s > 0 and z @ @Sis(2m)-~,2, we use the following 
representation, setting f = e-“l”lg, g E A, 
We have the estimates 
(1.2) 
= e-‘l.~l[r,(-(Im~)*))g(](x), (1.3) 
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= eCslxl[ro( -(In& - s(2m)-“2)2))gl](x). (1.4) 
Now (1.1) follows from (1.2)-(1.4). For s < 0 similar estimates are estab- 
lished using the representation (1.2) for f in the dense set R-,, and 
extending by continuity we get (1.1). 
For s < 0, let k E OsC2,,,- 112, w E S2(R3), [f,(k)](x) = er(2m)“2kwx. Then 
z=k2E9 -s(2m)-~~~9 f,(k) E R,, and h,,f,(k) = zf,(k). Hence u,(h,,) 
’ %:(2tn- ~1, and in fact for fixed o E S2(R3), f,(k) is an analytic R-,-val- 
ued family of eigenfunctions in Q-s(2mj~ 1,~. It follows from this and (1.1) 
that a(hoS) = gPs(2mj-~,2. 
For s P- 0 and z E 91s(2m)-~/2, W(h,, - z)‘= Jtr(hO.-, - 2). 
From this and (1.1) follows a(hos) = a,(/~,) = PS’s(2mjm~,~, and the lemma 
is proved. 
From the assumption on v it follows that VT,,~(Z) E ??(A,) for IsI < a, 
z 4 Pxs(2m)-L/Z. This implies that v is he, - e-bounded, hence the operator 
h, = -A + v with maximal domain in R, is closed on 9(h,) = 9(h,,) = 
Rf, the graph norm of h, is equivalent to the hf-norm, and T$(z) = (h, - 
z)-’ E .%(R,, R,2) for z E p(h,). 
P 
LEMMA 1.2. For IsI < a, u,(h,) = ~lSl~2m~-~~2, u,(h,) = u,(h) \ 
lsl(2m)-“*. For dist{z,u(h,)} 2 S > 0 
ll~(~)ll s C(l~cJ -(ImJ;)‘))I +[iro( -(Id - IG7Pz)2))~). 
Proof By Lemma 1.1 and the h,,-compactness of v, u,(h,) = u,(h,,) = 
B ls,(2m)-~/~. By a-standard argument, using (l.l), it is proved that IIvrOs(z)ll 
+ 0 for dist( z, ~lsl~2m~-~~2) -+ cc.From this and the compactness_of urOs( z) 
it follows that the function (1 + vrOs( z))-’ is meromorphic in 4= \ 911s,(2nrJ-~,~ 
with values in .S?(R,), and it is easy to show that the poles are precisely the 
discrete eigenvalues of h in Q: \$,s,(2m)-~,~. Hence q(z) = r,,s(z)(l + 
urOs(z))-’ is meromorphic in Q: \~,s,~2m~-~~2 with the same poles. More- 
over, \l(l + w,,(z))-'11 < C for dist{z,u(h,)} >= 6 > 0, and (1.5) follows 
from (1.1). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a discrete eigenvalue of h with h+ = A+. 
If (-A)‘12 > ~(2rn)-‘/~, then I#J E AZ. 
If (-Ay 2 a(2m)- ‘12, then cp E Rf for s -c (- ~KTzA)‘/~. 
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.1, since + = r,,(X)u+ and ucp E R,. 
Remark. If we assume that u E .S?(R~, R,), we obtain Lemma 1.3 with a 
replaced by 2~. All the subsequent results can then be improved on 
replacing a by 2~. This holds, for example, if u is multiplicative. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let X, -C A, < . . . < A, 5 e be the discrete eigenval- 
ues of h below e, and let { $J,, },“i=i be an orthonormal basis of N( h - A,), 
where d, = dim .N( h - h,). For 1~1 < min{ a, (- 2me)‘12} we set 
rSe(4 = rs(z) - i ? I+,,>(~, - z)-‘(4+,l. 
r=l ,=l 
where (+lf = /f(x)&x) dx. 
From Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 we obtain 
LEMMA 1.5. For 0 < 1~1 < min{a, (-2me)“*}, z @ ~,s,~Zn,~~~~~ u 
[u,(h) n (e,O)] we have r:(z) E S?(R,), andfor dist{z,a(h,Y)\{X,}:‘=,} L 
6 > 0, 
llrP(z)ll 4 C(/ro( -Wm02) 11 +/I+(ImJ; - I~l(2m)-‘/2)2~j)~ 
(1.6) 
Finally we recall the following basic property of the free resolvent. 
LEMMA 1.6. For s > 0 the function rO( z) E 9(R,, hl) de$ned for z 4: R’ 
has an analytic continuation FO( z) to the two-sheeted Riemann surface ~~~m~~~~~ 
obtained by atfaching as a second sheet 9ss(2m)-~:~ \m’ to C \ W + along R +. 
Proof. Let f E h,, f(x) = e--S(1+lXl’)“2g(~), g E A. Then for z E @ \ 
Iw+, 
(r,,(z)f)(x) =/e.“~)J~~y~ ‘If(y)dy 
and hence by analytic continuation for z E 9’Ss(2m)m~~~r since 6 continues 
into - 6, 
e((2n~)'~"Im~~s)l~-,~l 
X 
4mlx - .v( 
e-1(2nr) '82Refil~-,lg(y)+ 
(1.7) 
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From this it follows that rO( z) E 9(A,, R_,) has an analytic continuation to 
.F sC2mj-~/~. By differentiation of (1.7) under the integral sign it is easy to 
show that Ar,(z) E 9(R,, R_,) and hence rO(z) E S?(A,, A?,) has an ana- 
lytic continuation to 9&-~;2. 
2. THE THREE-BODY PROBLEM 
We consider a system of three particles, denoted by 1, 2, 3, in 3-dimen- 
sional space R3, with masses m, and position vectors in the center-of-mass 
frame x,, i = 1,2,3. Th e pairs (ij) are denoted by cr, /3, etc. For any 
permutation (ijk) of (1 2 3) with (Y = (0) we set 
xa = x, - x,, Ya=xk-cm,+ q’(m,x, + m,x,>, 
m;’ = m;’ + my’, fi,’ = (m, + m,)-l + rn;‘. 
The free Hamiltonian in the center-of-mass frame is given in position 
space for any 1y by 
Axa A,, --- 
Ho = - 2m, 2n,’ 
S(H,) = H2(R6). 
We introduce the following spaces for s E R, k = 0,2, 
es = e(q), iis = R$!:,“), h,, = A:,, &as = CL 
R” = A;,, 4; = /Lo, 
; = nbL Q 4J~ % = m,, @ 4,)~ -E”, = CGL @ &A* 
a a a 
Besides Ho we consider the closed operators fro, and Ho,_, defined for 
s > 0 by the same differential expression -A ,c,/2m, - A ,,/2n,, but acting 
in the following spaces: 
The interaction V is assumed to be of the form V = C,V,. where 
Jf-, = e-“lLIUa,-4L 
and U, is a A,n-compact, symmetric operator in L2(W~.~). 
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This assumption implies that V is H, - e-bounded and hence H = H, + 
I/ is self-adjoint on 9(H,,). Moreover, for 0 < s -C a, Y is fia, - e-bouhded 
and Ho, --s - e-bounded, and hence the total Hamiltonians fiS = I&, + Y 
and H-, = H,, --s + V are closed on ZS(I&,) and B(H,,-,), respectively, 
The operators H, = H, + V, are considered as acting in R,, 8 ,Ja or 
R, 8 Las. These operators are closed on their respective domains Ri, 8 /z 
and Rz 8 iiS. Their resolvents are both denoted by R,(z). We denote by h, 
the operator -AXa + V, in L2(lR3,J. 
Let E E U,a,(h,) be fixed, IsI -C min{a,(-2m,E)‘/*}, and let 
be the eigenvalues of h,‘below E with corresponding normalized eigenfunc- 
tions c&,, i = 1,. . ., n,. Here we have assumed for simplicity that all 
eigenvalues of h, are simple, and shall assume moreover that A’, # hJ, for 
(a, i) + (P, j). Let P,” = Z’~lI~f)(~~I~ where ((+llf)(~,) = 
#(x,, y&&(x,) dx, and R:(z) = R,(z)(l - P,“). Let hb, be the channel 
Hamiltonian defined for i = 1,. . . , n, by h&, = h’, - Ay,/2n, and r:(z) 
= (hb, - z))‘. Then 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 < s c mm{ a, (- 2m,E)‘12}. Then 
(i) R:(z) E g(R,, Q da, Rz, 8 AZ) for z 4 gsis(2m,j-~~2 U [Q+',O); 
(ii) R:(z) E S?(R, QD Lad,,, Rz Q d’is) for z 4 A”*+’ + ~st2s(2n,j-~~4 
(iii) R,(z) E S?(A,, 8 La, Ai, QD Rz) for z G ~ss(2m,j~~,~; 
(iv) R,(z) E ~(~,,2, @ ia,-,, Ci,,, 8 -J&d for z g 
~~y2nt.)-l+(2”,)-l)‘/‘; 
W R,(z) E WL QD Las, hi, @ K&l for z e ~((2m,)-~+(2n.)~~~~/~. 
Proof Utilizing Lemma 1.5, R:(z) can be expressed as a norm-con- 
vergent convolution integral in .%?(A,, 8 ,JJ over a suitable contour T, 
where r:(z) = ( 
sequently Rt( z) 
-A,/2n, - z)-‘. Hence R:(z) E 9?(R,, 8 /a) and con- 
E .9(R,, @ dad,, Ri, 0 Lz) for 2 4 PSis(2m,)m~,2 U [X>+‘,O). 
The proof in the other cases is similar, noting for (iv) and (v) that 
sas + .q = ~{sz+~?)l,‘. 
We make use of a decomposition formula for the resolvent based on a 
symmetrized version of Faddeev’s equation, as derived in [16]. 
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See V, = A,B,, where A, = e--Olxal, B, = ~ae-a~xu~. 
We introduce the Hilbert spaces G$’ and SC, defined by A?‘= C, @ {Z 
@ E:& a3 L~,,(llq)}, .e, = c, e {3Ep@ c:2, @ 4$!,}. 
Let Qus(z) be the operator in 58(X@ C:E, @ L*(Rt,J .Z@ C$E, 8 
(2.1) 
The operator A(z) E 3’( 2) is defined for z $Z [A,, CO), where A, = 
min,A’,, by 
i 
0 Q,,(z) Q,,(z) 
A(z) = Q&) 0 Q,,(z) . (2.4 
Q,,(z) Q,(z) 0 I 
The operator H(z) E %(X, 2) is defined for z 4 [A,. CO) by 
fw = {%,,N4) CT-a.p.y 9 (2.3) 
1=0,1.. ..,I 
6 
Moreover, the following operators are defined for all z $5 [A,, oo), such 
that 1 + A(z) is invertible, 
K(z) = (1 + A(z))-%(z), (2.6) 
YE(z) = -2 + c(l - P,” - ?$‘,R:(z))(l + A,B,,,K(z)), (2.7) 
a 
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The following basic decomposition formula holds for all z 4 [A,, 00) 
such that 1 + A(z) is invertible: 
R(z) = %(4Y&) + cl~~,>r~tz)y,l(z)~ (2.9) 
a.1 
where C,, ( = C,C:L r. 
We introduce the Hilbert spaces 2, sj, and g defined by s= &‘@ 
I,,, @ I$,,(R~J, zS = XS @ C,,, @ k$), zS = K @ C, , @ /&) and the 
operators Y(z) E S( &‘, s), J, G(z) E C#( 2, &‘), R;(z) E S?( 2) de- 
fined by 
Y(z)24 = YE(Z)!4 a3 c @ Ya’(z)u, 24+=.x, (2.10) 
Jii = u. + ~,I#&;. ti=u,@~q+2, (2.11) 
G(z)@ = Jii + ;R,(z)u, + c(v, + i&#$)r;(z)~;, (2.12) 
R,(z) = R,(z) a3 c @ r;(zi.’ (2.~3) 
a.r 
The following important equations hold for all z E [A,, oo), such that 
1 + A(z) is invertible. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
R(z) = JR,(z)Y(z) in .GT(~), (2.14) 
R(z)G(z) = J&(z) in 93(.%, d’), (2.15) 
k,tz)G(z) = (1 + &tz)~)J~,tz) in %(c%‘, .Z’), (2.16) 
G(z)Y(z) = 1 in S(X). (2.17) 
Proof. Equation (2.14) is (2.9) rewritten, the identity G(z) = (H - 
z)JRr(z), and hence (2.15) and (2.16) are easily verified, and (2.17) follows 
from (2.14) and (2.15). 
We shall now establish the analytic continuation properties of the opera- 
tor-valued functions A(z), Y(z), G(z) and R,(z). Let 0 < s c sO, where 
a/2, min {2n,( A:+l - E)}l”, 
a 
mjn(-E[4(2m,)-’ +(2n,,)-1]-1}1’2}, 
and let ES, E c E, c E’ = minJ”,+‘, be defined by 
-s2max{4(2m,)-’ +(2n,)-‘}, min{ A’bp+’ - ~‘/2n,)). 
a a 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let 
where si = smax,{4(2m,))’ + (2nJ1j1/*, n = max,n,, %‘,Z, = 9)E.s n 
C *, C *= (2 E C]Imz 3 0). 
Let F& be the Riemann surface obtained by attaching to C \ [A,, 00) 
along the upper rim of (E, E,) the region 9&, and along the lower rim of 
(E, ES) the region 9’;. s. 
Let S& be the Riemann surface obtained from gE,, by restricting the 
first sheet C \ [A,, co) to {E + ~Ss(Zn)-~~~} \[A,, 00). 
LEMMA 2.4. The function A(z) with values in S?(&?Y,) has an analytic 
continuation A”,(z) to S&. Moreover, A:(z) E U(&,) jar z E FEE.,. 
Proof: We consider the various elements of A(z). It is well known that 
13&(z)Ap E U(Z) for z 4 [A,, 00); cf. [2]. It follows from Lemma 1.3 
that B&J;) E 9?(/$‘!!,, A?‘) since Jy,] 6 IX,] + ]xB]. 
We prove that r~(z)(+;lVJ+~) E V(&$* mS, La,-S). Let f E Igj,-,, f = 
e”l”filg, g E H2(R;b). By Lemma 1.3 we have for some E > 0 with 2s + E s 
a, q); = ,-(2~+~)l+3l G, G E ff2(R&J and 
v,l+j)f = ~~alX~l~~sl.~~I~~~~El~~l~~s+~~l.~~l~~olx~l,-c2s+E~lxAl,sl.~~l~~~ 
Since ]y,], ]yP] 5 Ix,] + ]x,J, and Uae-‘l”al E U(H2(lR6), .#), we have 
v,M~p/) E V&? A,,, Q kag,,). This implies ($~;lV,l$~) E Wigj,-s, Las) 
and hence by Lemma 1.6, since z E E + gSs(2n)-~,2, ?~(z)(~#~~lV,l&) E 
w(lf, -s, 4. -,). 
We finally consider r:(z) < #JV&(z)Ap. By Lemma 2.1(i) for some 
E ’ 0, R:(z)& E Wx, &$.s+E Q @). Since ]y,] 5 Ix,] + ]xn], this implies 
e-‘lXaIR~( z)AB E 9?(3f?, ‘i,’ 8 k&+,). Hence U,eC”l”;lR~(z)AB E 
U( &‘, A, @J i&,,). It follows that ($JV,R~(z)A, E U( X’, kag,,) and hence 
by Lemma 1.6 F;(z)(r#$[V,R~(z)Aa E U(&‘, k&). 
LEMMA 2.5. The function Y(z) E CS(%, 4) has a meromorphic con- 
tinuation FS(z) to FE,, with poles at most at poles of (1 + A;(z)))‘. 
Proof: We consider first the function H(z), writing 
GL.,~b) = c V,h,(z)~~ R;(Z) + 2 I~~)~;(4 < $4 
i 1 
. 
B+a r=l 
By Lemma 2.l(iii), &R,(z)% E .98(.X, R,, 8 R,,) and hence 
V,R,-,(z)V,R~(z) E g(q, R,, Q La6,,). By Lemma 1.6, l$]$$)F;(z) < +& E 
w?k fL2s @ gag,.-,) and hence by Lemma 2.l(iv), V,R,(z)V,l~~)~~(z)(~~l 
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E .9(Xx, A,, Q kti,,), Thus A,~,,&z) E 9?(3& A,, Q Lag,,) and conse- 
quently, by Lemma 1.6, H(z) has the analytic continuation ir,(z) E 
.qq, &>. 
Since llA,2(z>ll~ +) --f 0 for z + -cc, and i:(z) E V(%,), the func- 
tion (1 + A,(z))- i 1s meromorphic in 9E,s. We denote the set of poles of 
(1 + A,(z))-’ by E, and set S:f = E, n C *. 
We consider now 
As shown above, A,B,.,&s(z) E g(XS, R,, 8 R,,), and (1 + 
~,(z))-‘Z?~(Z) E S!(XS, X,) for z E gE,, \ SS. By Lemma 2.1(i), 
V,Ri(z)A, E 97(X, R,, 8 da,,), and it easy _ to show that V,l$) E 
%(k,s,-,,A,, @ A,,). Hence A,8,,0A(z) E S@(K,,A,, 8 la,), and it fol- 
lows that A,B,,,K(z) E .9?(XS, R,, 8 R,,) for z E FE,, \ ZS. This implies 
that f:,(z) E 97(3, /Li)) and, by Lemma 2.l(ii), that YES(z) E 9Y(XS, &), 
so rS(z) E .98(& 2J) for z E FE,,\ Z, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.6. 
GJZ) to ‘FE,,. 
The function G(z) E .%?( ss, KS) has an analytic continuation 
The function R,(z) E .9?(4, X, $ C,,, $ k’$‘_,) has an 
analytic continuation k,,(z) to 9$,. Moreouer, R(z) E B( Xs, Zs) has a 
meromorphic continuation t,(z) into FE,, with poles at most at points of Sx, 
gioen by k,(z) = JAJz)Y,(a). 
Proof. This follows easily from Lemmas 1.3, 1.6, and 2.1(v) and (2.14). 
By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, G,(z)Y,(z) E 9(XS, XS) is defined for z E 9& 
\ ZS. In order to define products like p(z)@ z) and iz( z)@ z) we need the 
following observation. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let s = Kt, where 
K= maxmax 
i 
m,M + m,(m, + mk) mi + 2m, 
1.j.k (m, + m,)(m, + mk) ' mi + mk ' 
M = Cm,. 
I 
men 4 S 4 and Ilf lb, s Ilf llx, forf E Xx. 
Proof. For a = (ii), ,8 = (ik) 
x$g = 
mJ m,M ink 
m 
1 
+ m 
J (m, + m,)( mi + mk) 'a - m, f mk 'a. 
From this we derive the inequality 
Ix& + lvpl 5 
m,M + m,h + m,) 
from which the lemma follows. 
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DEFINITION 2.8. We set ($(z) = I,&(z), where 1,,j = f : XS --, 2,; 
9 E,s = %.s * %,v%,s = 9; s n 9”,‘. (cf. Definition 2.3). 
From Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 it follows that -C?Jz) E S’( x, 3E4> for z E 
9 E.s. Hence K(z)GSt(z) E 58(x, 4) and R,(z)~?~,,(z) E 9?(A$ Zt9> for 
z E %,s. 
By analytic continuation we obtain from Lemma 2.2: 
LEMMA 2.9. For z E SE,, \ 5, 
2(,(z) = Jk,,(z)~(z) in 9(Xs, -Y$), 
GJz)<(z) = 1 in S?(q). 
Forz E 9E,s\Z:s 
U4G,(z) = JL(4 in LS(<, Zs). 
Forz ~~~~~ 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
3. TRACE OPERATORS 
DEFINITION. Let P, be the unit sphere in Ri,. For p > 0 we define 
T,,(P) E ~G’ab,,, J%&J by 
T,,(P) = (2n,)3’42-1q’4ya((2n,p)1’2), 
where 
(Ya(P)fkd =f”(pd pa = pw, p E lR+, 0 E 0,. 
The trace operator T,(h) E 9(C,, , $ /,$k), C,, I @ LF,, (at,)) is defined for 
X E (E, E’) by 
T,(h) = = c a3 T,,(X - iv,). 
a,/ 
LEMMA 3.1. The operator p- ‘I4 T (1-1) has an analytic extension z- V4 
TO, (z ) to the two-sheeted parabolic rei;on corresponding to 9ss(2n,jm l 2 \ { 0} . 
Proof It is well known that for f E ,JaS the function f(p, a) has an 
analytic extension to 0,. This implies that T,,(p) has an analytic extension 
Tu,(z) to 9Ss(2n,j-1/~, and the lemma follows. 
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DEFINITION. For GI E TS, 0 = u0 @ C,,, @ r;, let ZG! = C,,, $ 7;. 
For 7,: E ,&A:!,, let KE:,,, $ ri = 0 @ C,,, @ 7,: E .%,. Note that Z* = K. 
LEMMA 3.2. For z on the second sheet of SE,,, Im z < 0, 
0 CB 2niT,*(z)T,(z) = R,,(z) - R,,(z). (3.1) 
Proof. For h E (E, ES), f, g E ss 
(Zf,2~~T,*(~)T,GvZg) = (f7 [ZGW - ~,Wld. (34 
By Lemma 1.6 the right-hand side of (3.2) has the analytic extension to 
the second sheet of FE,, given for Im z c 0 by 
(f, [Uz> - 4,Wl s>. (3.3) 
By Lemma 3.1 the left-hand side of (3.2) has the analytic extension to the 
second sheet of gEE., given by 
(Zf,2M*(z)T,(z)Zg) = (T,(~)Zf,2~iT(z)Zg)Z~,,eL:,,(n,). (3.4) 
Since the boundary values of (3.3) and (3.4) coincide for A E (E, ES) by 
(3.2), we obtain (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f E ka,,, z E 9x~2,~~-~~~, Imz # 0. Then Y&(z)f P A, if 
and only if Tu,(z)f # 0. 
Prooj Let g = ?is(z)f - ris(z)f, Imz < 0. Then 
(h0,,-,-z)g=f-f=O. 
Hence g P ka unless g = 0, and since ri$(z)f E Lag,, it follows that ?J))(z)f 
P /a unless g = 0. 
By Lemma 3.2, Tz(F)T,,(z)f = (2ri)-‘g, so g = 0 if and only if T,,(z)f 
= 0, and the lemma follows. 
IJ~NA 3.4. Let ti = u. @ c, , @ 7: E xs, z E E + 9’sis(2nj-~~:, Imz # 0. 
Then J&,,(z)Q 4 &’ if and only i!f T,(z)ZSt # 0. 
Prooj: If .Zk,,(z)Q ES’, then for at least one ((x, i), ?;(z)r; E A,,, so 
by Lemma 3.3, Ta,(z - X’,)r; Z 0 and hence T(z)ZQ # 0. 
If T,(z)Zs1 Z 0, then for at least one ((Y, i), T,,(z - X,)7; # 0 and hence 
by Lemma 3.3, P&(z)rA GC km. This obviously implies that C;~l(~;)J;s(~)~; 
E 3E”. It is easy to show, along the lines of the proof of [2, Lemma 5.41, that 
this implies JZ?,,(z)Q e H, and the lemma is proved. 
DEFINITION. m,(4) = Jw~,(Zwfw&(Z>>. 
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LEMMA 3.5. If 32 E >(Gs(z)), z E SE,.,, Imz # 0, then T,(z)ZP # 0. 
Proof If Jfi,,(z)P EX, then (H - z).Z&i,(z)Q = G$(z)Q = 0, so 0 
# Jk,,(z)a E JV( H - z), a contradiction. Hence Jh,(z)Q 4 &‘, and by 
Lemma 3.4, T,(z)ZO f 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. For z E 9E,s, T,(z)Z~(Z)~~~(Z) = T,(z)Z. 
Proof By (2.18) and (2.20) JZ?it(~)(~(z)6S,,(z) - 1) = 0, and Lemma 
3.4 applies. 
4. THE S-MATRIX 
It is well known (cf. [17]) that the S-matrix for A E (E, E’) is a unitary 
operator sP( A) on C,. I @ LF1,(Q2,) with 9’(h) and 9-i(X) given by 
5@(X) = 1 - 2aiT(h)zY+(h)WKT*(A), (4.1) 
Y-‘(h) = 1 + 2rGT(h)ZY-(h)WKTC(h). (4.2) 
Under the given conditions on the potentials Y(h) and Y-‘(h) can be 
analytically continued as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. The S-matrix 9’(A) and its inverse y-l(X) have analytic 
extensions 9’(z) and Y-‘(z) to 9,G, (Definitions 2.3 and 2.7). The 
functions 9’(z) and 9-‘(z) are given for z E a,, n L%‘;,, by 
Y(z) = 1 - 27Ti~(z)Z~(z)W,,KT,*(~), 
Y-l(z) = 1 + 2miT,(z)ZY,(z)W,,KT,*(~), 
where W,, E .%‘(C,,, @ l$LS, 3) and 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
T,*w E g( c @ Jq,,(QJ, c @ q”,). 
a.1 a.1 
(Note that f’i!!, C &:!2.(11,.) 
For z E f?L,, n a+,,,, 9’(z) and Y-‘(z) are given by (4.3) and (4.4) with 
Y,(z) and Y,(z) interchanged. 
The poles of 9’(z) are contained in Uocs < ,,(9;,, n E:,) n (9?i,r n Z:,) 
and those of9-‘(z) in U,,is<So(9T~,s n E:,) n (9& f~ E,). 
Prooj This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.5 and 3.1 and (4.1), 
(4.2). We have also used the fact that T,,(Z) E S?( L2(&,), /2, -,), which is 
easy to prove using that T,,( 5) E B(L2(!G?,), iaB,. -,). 
The precise connection between resolvent resonances and poles of the 
S-matrix is established by the following results. 
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THEOREM 4.2. For z ~.9&, J(cJz)), N(fiS - z), and X(1 + 
i,(z)) are isomorphic via the maps JR,,(z), PS(z), and Q,(z) dejined by 
* = JA,,(z)ik 2(Gs(z)) + “4qfis - z), 
a = P,(z)+: Jv(fis - z) --,x(1 f A,(t)), 
giuen by 
where 
given by 
where 
u. = C(l - P,” - V,iif(z))A,u,, T; = -(#&4,#,. (4.6) 
(I 
Proof. (1) Let 0 E X(&z)), * = Jk,,(z)ti # 0. Then \k E S(fi$), 
and (fiS - z)\k = cS(z)B = 0 
(2)Let\kEM(&-z),SP = P,(z)*. Then \k = ~R,(z)V\k, and by 
Lemma Z.l(iii) and (iv) A,u, E A,, $ lad,,. Hence 0 E AC,, and by (4.5) 
and it follows that Cp E X(1 + AS(z)). 
(3) Let Q, E X(1 + A,(z)) and Q = Q,(Z)+. It follows from Lemma 
2.1(i) that A,u, E R,, @ /,,, and by assumption 
B, c A/j(z)ABUB = -u,. (4.7) 
B+a 
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Substituting 
&(I)(1 - P,E - V,Rf(z)) = g(z) 
into the equation defining uO, we get 
R,(z)u, = - Cii,“(z)A,u,. 
a 
From (4.8) and the equations defining 71 we get 
(4.8) 
and hence 
Jii,,(z)Q = - Cii,(z)A,u, 
a 
Gs(z)Q = - CA,u, - c c ‘VB&(z)A,u,. 
a a /3#a 
Substituting (4.7) into (4.9), we obtain 
qzp = -CA J.J, + zABuB = 0. 
a 13 
(4.9) 
It is easily verified, as in the proof of [2, Lemma 6.11, that 
Jk,tz)Q,(z)P,tz) = 1 
and 
f'stz)J~,,tz)Q(z) = 1. 
From (4.10) we get 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
J~,,tz)Q,tz>P,tz)J~,,tz) = J&(z). (4.12) 
It follows from (4.10)-(4.12) that J&,,(z), Ps(z), and Q,(z) are isomor- 
phisms, and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.3. For z E C%e,$, ii,(z) has poles precisely at points of 
ss n q. For z0 E Zs and 
hi,(z) = A B(z) 
(z - Z($ + (z - zOy 
(4.13) 
with B(z) analytic near to, we have 9(A) & N( Rs - 2). 
Proof: Clearly k,(z) = Jk,,(z)t(z) has poles at most at points of Zs. 
Since 
~tWGA4 = JMZ) forz e E:, fl Z,, (4.14) 
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it follows from Theorem 4.2 that every point of zS I? Z, is a pole of k,(z). 
Moreover, (4.13) and (4.14) yield 
(Ej; - ZoP + (4 - 4W) -A = 1 
(z - Zdk (z - zoy ’ 
hence (fiS - to)4 = 0. 
THEOREM 4.4. For z E 9& n W,,,, >(G,(z)) and N(Y-l(z)) are 
isomorphic via the maps T,(z) and its inverse Zt(z) given by 
7 = T,(z)ZQ, Q E JqG,(z)>, (4.15) 
fi = Z,(z), = -2niY,(z)W,,KT,*(z)7, 7 E N(Y-l(z)). 
(4.16) 
The same holds with Y1( z) replaced by S“(z), Se-,,, f~ A%‘& by .3?& n 9:,, 
and Z, by -Z,. 
Proof We utilize the identity 
et(z) - G,(z) = 2aiW,,KT,*(Z)T,(z), (4.17) 
which follows from Lemma 3.2. 
(1) T,(z) maps JirGW) one-to-one into N(Y-l(z)). T,(z) is well 
defined and one-to-one by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. Let 0 E &(G,(z)) and 
r = T,(z)ZQ. Then by (4.17) and Lemma 3.6 
Y-l(z)7 = 7 + 2miT,(z)ZY,(z)W,,KT,*(~)T,(z)Q 
= r + T,(z)Zy,(z){ 6,(z) - Gl(z)}i-l = r - T,(z)ZfJ = 0. 
(2) Z,(z) maps X(5‘“-l(z)) one-to-one into 2(6,(z)) and 
T,(z)Z,(z) = 1. 
Let 7 E .N(SP-l(z)), i.e., 
7 + 277iT,(z)ZY,(z)W,,KT,*(,?)7 = 0. (4.18) 
Applying Z,(z) to (4.18), we get, using (4.16) and (4.17), 
Sl - 27riY,(z)W,,KT,*(~)T,(z)2miY,(z)W,,KT,*(Z)7 
= G + r,(z){Gl(z) - G,(t)}Q = 0. (4.19) 
Applying G,(z) to (4.19) we obtain, using (2.19), Gr(z)Q = 0. By (4.18) 
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T = T(z)ZI(z)r; hence by Lemma 3.4, Z,(z) is one-to-one into J@(~,(z)). 
The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The poles of Y’(z) in .B’,, f~ .%‘& coincide with the 
points of Z& Cl EL, f and the poles of Y’(z) in 9’:. r fl 9:. f with the points 
0f Z;,, n Z;,, = &i-3 n ZE.~. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Theorems 4.2 and 4.4. 
The fact that the poles of 9’(z) and Y”-‘(z) are complex conjugates 
follows from the unitarity condition 
P(z) = Y*(z)* 
5. ANALYTIC FAMILIES OF EIGENFUNCTIONS 
Consider the functions fwb(z) defined for w: E !J2, by 
Then fub(z) is analytic with values in /:, -, for z E A”, + Pft(?,lOI I ‘1, 
hence for z E SE, ,, and 
(h&l - z)f,:(z) = 0. (5.2) 
Let g& E L’(St,), g = C,,, @ g:, fg(z) = C,,, @f”:(z), where 
fg”(z) = (2n.)3’42-1/2( z - A’a)1’4i gA( uh)f,:,(z) dw,. (5.3) 
u 
Then f g( z) is analytic with values in C,, , @ iag,. ~f for z E FE, f, and 
(If,,-, - z)Kfqz) = 0, (5.4) 
where Hr ~, 
Let ’ 
is acting in 2, with 9(H,,-,) = 9(H,,-,) @ C,,,Ai.f!!f. 
Fg(z) = E*(t)Kfqz). (5.5) 
LEMMA 5.1. For z E 9E.S\(E:s n Z,), FR(z) E X(X, - z). More- 
over, Fg( z) is meromorphic n gE, s with values in Y-, and poles at most at 
points of Zs fl Zr. 
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Proof. We first note that 
p( 2) = (27q3’*T,*( z)g, 
since for h E Lad,, 
(5.6) 
By (5.5) and (5.6), 
Fqz) = (2?7)““~*(qKT,(F)g. (5.7) 
By (5.5), F(z) E K,. Applying C.?;(Z) E .G@(K,, KS) to (5.7), we get 
by Lemma 3.6 and (5.6) 
G;(Z)Fg(z) = (2n)3’2G,:(z)~*(qKT,*(Z)g 
= (27r)3’2[q(z)I~(z)GS,(I)]*g 
= (2n)3’2KT,*(z)g = k-p(z). (5.8) 
By analytic continuation of (2.15), J*(H-, - z) = (HI, --s - z)G;(Z), so 
(5.4) and (5.8) imply J*(H-, - z)Fg(z) = 0 and hence (H-, - z)F%) = 
0. The analyticity properties of P(z) follow from those of fg( z) and x(z), 
since ES n E, = Es n Et. 
Remark 5.2. If z is a pole of Fg({), and for 3 near z 
Fg(S) = 
95, ‘kq- 1, 
({ - Z)k + ({ - Z)k-l + *-- 
then 
(IL, - z)W, = 0. 
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Proof. For l near z 
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0 = (H-t - S)Fg(S) 
= UL - 4-k + (He, - Z)W(,-1, - Fk 
(l - zlk cS-z)k-l + *“’ 
hence (HP, - z)\kE, = 0. 
The analytic families of eigenfunctions F(z) can be utilized for eigen- 
function expansion. We shall not go further into this, however, but only 
note the following formulas for the S-matrix in terms of eigenfunctions. 
LEMMA 5.3. For f, g E C,, , @ &G-&J, z E %,,\G:, f-l ::,I, 
(f, (y(z) - lb) = - &( F%), K,Kfg(z))- (5 *9) 
Proof. By (4.3), (5.6), and (5.7), 
(f? W”(z) - l)g) = (f, -2miT,(z)Z~(z)W,,K~I;*(Z)g) 
= (~*(z)q*(z)f, -277iW,,KT,*(Z)g) 
= - $( f”(z), WsrfCfg(z)). 
COROLLARY 5.4. There exists f E C,., Q I?.~,,(&,) such that Ff(S) has a 
pole at 5 = z ifand only ifz E E,,, n Z:E.t. 
LEMMA 5.5. For w = {L$}~~~&?, let 
f,(z) = c @f&&)’ 9@(Z) = ~*(z)Kf,(z). 
a.i 
For z E SJESS\(ZS n Z:,), \k,(z) EN(H-, - z). Forjixed w, \k,(z) is 
meromorphic in CYEvs with values in .Kt and poles at most at points of 
4 E z,. Ifz is a pole of \k,([) and ‘k,(l) = \k,,-,([ - z)-~ + .**, then 
\k,,-, E x(H-, - z). 
Proof. Let I&, be a sequence of continuous functions on 52, such that 
cp L.,, + S(oL) in the sense of distributions on 8,. Then 
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since for every h E km,, by Fubini’s theorem 
Let q&,, = (2n,)3/42-‘/2(~ - A’ a )‘/4g& Then 
\k,(z) = <*(z)Kf,(z) = ,,‘it E*(z)Kfng(z) = ,EJtF,R(z). 
By Lemma 5.1, (H-, - z)Fi(z) = 0 for z E ‘YE,s\(E:s n Z:,). By the 
closure of H-, - z, it follows that for such z, \k,(z) E 9( HP,) and 
(I.-, - z)\k,(z) = 0. 
The last statement follows as Remark 2.2. 
THEOREM 5.6. For z E u 0 < s < ,,,(S’E,S n RE,3S,4) the operator Y(z) - 1 
can be represented as a matrix of integral operators given by 
where 
and 
with 
\kw;(z) = ~I”&f&>~ xl,(z) = (2n,)3’42-1/2( z - Xn)1’4. 
The kernel rBT’(z, oi, WA) is continuous in oi and o/ and analytic in z with 
poles at most at points z0 E E, 17 Zr n Z3s,4. For each such z0 there exist 
(cwi), (pj), and ok E G2,, os E P, such that YB;‘(z, of, c$) has a pole at zO. 
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For z = h + i0, A E (E, E’), -27ri[2n,(X - XB)]-1/2~~~z(z, of, L$) is 
the amplitude of scattering from the initial direction (Js’ in channel ( fij) to the 
Jinal direction oi in channel (ai). 
Proof By Lemma 5.3 we have for u = C,., @ ub, g = C,., @ gj, uh E 
L2(Q,). g; E L2(Q,), 
(5.10) 
We note that ub( wi) fwb( Z) E L’( a,, kag,. _ 3s,4), since f,,(Z) is continuous 
on Q2, with values in ka, -3s,4 and ui E L’(s2,). Since q,**,(z) E 
g’(fJa. -3s/47 x3s,4 ), it follows that in Xr-3s,4 
By (5.10) and (5.11) 
x&x + ~,>M~ppJ) ~~i$!w;)f&b)d~~) dxdy- 
i 
(5.12) 
From the inequalities 
Ix,I 5 lx B I + Ix I Y’ lY,l 6 Ix P I + Ix I Y’ IYA s Ix,1 + lxyl 
it follows that AC,,,, 
$3, - 3s,2 1. 
is continuously embedded in n &A,, -3r,2 @ 
Writing $(xp) = e p2”‘“fl’$$(xB), x,bj E H2(W$ we have 
vaG; = e-~~~~~e-(3~/2)~~a~~,~~e~~~~~~e-(~/2)l”sl. (5.13) 
Since 
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and 
we have, using (5.13), 
Using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain from (5.12) 
(K W(z) - l)d 
This proves the desired integral representation. The continuity properties 
of .?$$‘(z, tii, wB/) are obvious. The analyticity properties follow easily from 
Corollary 4.5. The identification of -2ni[2n,(h - A/8)]-1/2 . YB;‘(z, wi, 
L$) with the scattering amplitude is well known. 
COROLLARY 5.7. There exists o = { w;}~:&Q such that \k,(l) has a 
pole at z if and only if z E E,,, n E,, I n 5E,3s,4. 
Proof. We note that \k,(z) = C,,i\kob(~). If \k,([) has a pole at z, at 
least one \kwb(S) has a pole at z, and conversely, if qub ,({) has a pole at z, 
there exists w with wb = w; a such that \k,({) has a ‘pole at z. Then the 
corollary follows from Theorem 5.6. 
6. FURTHER ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF F&SOLVENT, 
S-MATRIX, ETC. 
In this section we indicate how the resolvent, S-matrix etc., can be 
analytically continued on Riemann surfaces with parabolic second 
sheets-and for the S-matrix also parabolic first sheets-focused at 
thresholds. 
The extension SE s of the Riemann surface gE,$ described in Definition 
2.3 is indicated in Fig. 1, where we have assumed for simplicity that there 
are only three thresholds A, = A, =z A, < A, < 0. 
Here we have sketched the part #& of SE,, containing 9&. Symmet- 
ric with respect o the x-axis, the other part $2 s of .#“, s, containing 9:, s, 
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FIG. 1. The Riemann surface gir for analytic continuation of the resolvent from above. 
The triple (l,l, 1) indicates a point which is on the first sheet for all the resolvents FY(z), G(z), 
Ffl(z): (2.2.1) indicates the second sheet for FY(z), G(z) and the first sheet for Pa(r), etc. 
is attached to C \[A,, cc) along the lower rims of (A,, A,), (A,, A,), 
(L 0). 
Let %, be the poles of (1 + A,(z))-’ on @‘,s and $C,, = gE,$ n gE,, 
(cf. Definition 2.7). The two parts of #& reduce to one parabolic second 
sheet, when A, = A,. 
If, for example, A, lies within the parabola attached to A,, the possibility 
of encircling A, and A, simultaneously occurs. 
In view of Lemma 1.6 it is evident, that Lemmas 2.4-2.7 hold with SE,,, 
9E,s and E:s replaced by 5@E,s, gE s, and z,. 
Letting E = EB, 
surfaces %,. s 
we get a possibly larger value of sO and Riemann 
which differ from the parts of #A,,X corresponding to 
continuation across the intervals (A?, As) and (As, A,). Thus, for a given 
value of s, the operator-valued function R,(r) E .%?(<,A$) can be analyti- 
cally continued from p(H) across (A, A’), where A and A’ are two consecu- 
tive thresholds, onto U E, ,,gE s, where U E, ,, is over all thresholds E 2 A, 
such that s,(E) > s. Thepoles occur at poiits of u ErhgE S, 
To discuss the further analytic continuation of the S~matrk we introduce 
the following Riemann surfaces. For any threshold h 5 E, let $;(zf be 
the Riemann surface obtained from @;(,’ ) by restricting the first sheet to 
A + ~s(2n)-l/2 n c * 
@&n &,rh,t . 
(cf. Fig. 2, where k = A,, A = As). We set #i,rh,, = 
The results of Section 4 immediately extend to C@$,, , so Sp (-l)(p) has 
an analytic extension from (A, A’) to 9 
q r ) 
2 T ‘, with poles precisely at points of , , 
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FIG. 2. The Riemann surfaces #;,j,+, $&,.,. #;,;h.,J with E = X, used for defining 
analytic continuation of the S-matrix. 
For a given interval (A, A’) we obtain extensions to all the Riemann 
surfaces corresponding to E 2 h and 0 < s < s,(E). Hence .Y-‘j(p) has 
an analytic extension to U EL h U o is K s,cEj @$z.‘,. 
The results of Section 5 on-analytic families of eigenfunctions extend in a 
similar way to the larger Riemann surfaces described above. 
Note added rn proof. The inequality (1.1) can be sharpened by omitting the first term on the 
right hand side. This follows from (1.4) with j,r, j ,1, replaced by /no. 
Also, in the discussion of Section 6 we have neglected the artificial $‘4-singularity intro- 
duced through the definition of T,,(p) (cf. Lemma 3.1). Thanks are due to Erik Skibsted for 
pointing this out. 
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